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Global Limits
Control System
I.P. Sharp is a leader in bringing together a
reliable worldwide communications network,
application software products, and one of the
world's largest collections of online numeric
data bases. By integrating these products and
services, I.P. Sharp has developed software
packages that are changing the way businesses
operate.
To help banks stay competitive in today's
dynamic financial environment, I.P. Sharp's
Global Limits Control System can give accu
rate and timely information on their worldwide
lending and trading operations so they can
make effective decisions. Global Limits enables
banks to monitor their exposure to different
countries, institutions, and currencies minute
by minute. By monitoring their risk exposure,
banks can diversify their lending, and thus
minimize their exposure in any one area.
Banks customarily set lending limits or ceil
ings which all their trading offices must ad
here to. The head office usually sets the limits
for each institution, country, currency, and
financial market that the bank deals in.
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Banks that operate internationally make
thousands of financial deals each day (many
with different branches or subsidiaries of the
same client) from various locations. A typical
transaction might involve a bank's London
trading office's wanting to make a $10-million
money market deal with a Mexican bank.
Without the Global Limits Control System,
the London office cannot find out immediately
if the transaction will exceed overall trading
limits either for the Mexican bank or for
Mexico as a whole. Telexing the head office
introduces long delays, because the head office
paperwork is likely to be several days to sever
al weeks behind. The Wall Street Journal, in
a front-page article on the Global Limits Con
trol System, quoted a spokesman from a Brit
ish clearing bank as saying that "we're draw
ing on information that's 75 days old-and
we're the rule rather than the exception."
The solution for many banks has been to
assign limits to each trading office. Local lim
its, however, can restrict the use of available
funds. For example, there may be capacity un
used in Hong Kong that could be used in Par
is. To overcome underutilization of funds, local
limits may be increased, but this can introduce
other problems: if all trading offices were to
reach their dealing limits, the bank would be
exposed to unacceptably high risk.
A better solution
Now banks can choose a more practical and
reliable way to enforce these limits. A bank
can use the Global Limits Control System to
record its trading transactions, update its files,
and produce a variety of reports-in seconds
with a minimum of keystrokes and computer
expertise.
A bank can run Global Limits on the I. P.
Sharp timesharing service, or on its own com
puter. In either case, the I. P. Sharp Network
makes the information accessible to all of the
bank's trading offices 24 hours a day.
Besides providing current and complete data
on a bank's limits and exposures, the system
can communicate other information of impor
tance to all traders. For example, Global Lim
its can keep them informed of any political or
financial situations that may affect the bank's
trading and lending activities.
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Since banks have different routines and es
tablished procedures, each bank requires
slightly different control of global lending. The
Global Limits Control System has been de
signed by I. P. Sharp as an 80-per-cent solu
tion. I. P. Sharp will then customize each
bank installation for the remaining 20 per
cent. One advantage of writing the Global
Limits Control System in SHARP APL is
that the system can be modified easily to suit
the needs of each user.
To support the banks, I. P. Sharp has as
sembled a team of software specialists who
know and understand the needs of the banking
industry. They work with each bank to deter
mine the changes and enhancements that are
required, and then tailor the system to the
bank's exact specifications. Experienced staff in
I. P. Sharp's 60 offices around the world com
plement this team by providing local participa
tion in the customization process. Because I. P.
Sharp offices are in most of the major finan
cial centres, its staff can also provide local
support and training for a bank's dispersed
trading offices.
I. P. Sharp representatives, who have been
demonstrating and discussing the Global Lim
its Control System with senior bank execu
tives, have received extremely favourable re
sponses. It is apparent that this is indeed the
system bankers have long been waiting for.
If you would like to learn more about the
Global Limits Control System, contact your
local I. P. Sharp office. We keep a test system
up and running that we invite you to try
out.
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CAPERS

using

Decisions are the life-blood of a healthy enter
prise. These decisions often involve capital ex
penditure projects which are characterized by
an initial outlay of large sums of money, with
the returns, be they revenue or cost savings,
spread over a number of years. For example,
most organizations in the private and public
sectors typically make decisions concerning:
• Plant expansion
• Replacing manual operations with a computerized system
• Introducing new product lines
• Acquiring additional equipment
In each of these situations, an enterprise
must first answer the basic question: Is it eco
nomically feasible to proceed with a particular
course of action? That is, can a capital ex
penditure be justified now by future returns?
The approach to solving such problems goes
by a number of different names, such as cost/
benefit analysis, capital budgeting, or project
evaluation, but the techniques involved are ba
sically the same.
Now I. P. Sharp offers CAPERS, a Computer
Assisted Project Evaluation and Reporting
System, to help you evaluate capital expendi
ture projects. For each project under consider
ation, you first supply the relevant informa
tion:
• Annual capital expenditures
• Future revenues or cost savings
• Operating expenses
• Income tax information
• Financing information

CAPERS

The calculation routines and standard reports
are already in place; you supply only the rele
vant data associated with the specific project
you want to evaluate. In general, you can use
CAPERS in any situation where you need to
perform a cost/benefit analysis. Some of the
features of CAPERS are:
• Unlimited number of revenue and cost
streams
• Flexible reporting capabilities
• Case handling facilities for managing data
on different scenarios
• "What if' analysis
• Ranking of cases using any profitability in
dicator
• Ability to consolidate results from a num
ber of projects
CAPERS is in workspace 5 7 CAPERS. To
start using the system, type:

)LOAD 57 CAPERS
For more information, ask for the CAPERS
Users' Guide from your I. P. Sharp representa
tive. If you are enrolled in I. P. Sharp's
MAILBOX, send your queries to the group
CAPQ.
CAPERS is intended primarily as a tool for
analysis at a fairly general level. Where a
more in-depth analysis of a particular project
is required, ask your I. P. Sharp representative
for assistance in tailoring the software to suit
your requirements.

■

Frank Arthur, Sydney

Using this data, CAPERS performs the vari
ous calculations to arrive at the annual net
cash flow after tax. The cash flows are then
discounted to provide net present value and
other profitability indicators, such as the inter
nal rate of return. You can request reports
that range from detailed cash flow statements
to summary profitability statistics. The cash
flow summary report accompanying this article
is for a ski resort considering the expansion of
its facilities.
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SKY-HIGH EXPAJ/SION
CASH FLOW SUMMARY

YEAR

GROSS
REVENUE

TOTAL
EXPENSES

CAPITAL
NET
PROFIT EXPENDITURE
1,350

CASH FWW
BEFORE
TAX

INCOME
TAX

NET
CASH FWW

CUM. NET
CASH FWW

(1,230)
174
436
501
583

(37)
(78)
92
156
218

(1,192)
252
343
344
365

(1,192)
(940)
(597)
(252)
112

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

360
416
480
555
641

240
242
45
54
58

120
174
436
501
583

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

740
855
987
1,140
1,317

61
74
80
85
103

678
780
908
1,055
1,214

678
780
908
1,055
1,214

280
339
407
482
561

399
441
500
573
653

511
952
1,453
2,025
2,678

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

1,521
1,757
2,029
2,344
2,707

111
133
144
173
205

1,410
1,623
1,885
2,171
2,502

1,410
1,623
1,885
2,171
2,502

656
758
882
1,018
1,174

754
865
1.002
1,153
1,328

3,432
4,298
5,300
6,453
7,781

TOT

17,847

1,808

16,039

14,689

6,908

7,781

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT

VAWE
VALUE
VALUE
VAWE
VAWE
VALUE

1,350

10.0o/o
15.0o/o
20.0o/o
25.0o/o
30.0o/o
40.0o/o

5,661
3,620
2,313
1,442
839
82

2,856
1,723
987
487
134
(325)

*FIGURES ARE EXPRESSED IN THOUSAJ/DS.

New Release of SUPERPLOT
A new version of SuPERPLOT, I. P. Sharp's
general-purpose business graphics system, is
now available. With SUPERPLOT, you can plot
your own data from any one of I. P. Sharp's
public data bases or from any private data
base on a wide variety of plotting devices and
terminals.
Version 5 offers many new options and en
hancements, and is fully compatible with pre
vious SuPERPLOT releases. In all cases tested,
Version 5 proved to be less expensive to use
than its predecessor. Using the new version of
SuPERPLOT, you can reduce your CPU usage
by 15 to 30 per cent depending on the type of
plot you run. In addition to that saving, you
pay lower character charges with several of
the more popular terminal types. If you switch
to Version 5, you will also find that
SUPERPLOT is more powerful and flexible than
ever before.
4

All versions of SuPERPLOT are available in
the workspace 3 SUPERPLOT and in all MAGIC
workspaces. Version 5 is now the default in all
the workspaces. Full online documentation for
all the new SUPERPLOT features is available
through SUPERPLOT's NEWS option. A brief
summary of the new options and enhance
ments follows.
New options
• .A.NNOTA:IION allows the placing of user
specified text anywhere on the plot. This
option was used to place text in the top
left corner of the Lundberg Share of Mar
ket data base plot in this issue.
• BOX specifies the colour, style, and number
of passes for boxes which can be drawn
around a number of areas of the plot. The
STATISBUND data base plot in this issue uses
this option to draw a single-pass box
around the outside of the plot, and a mul
tiline box to accentuate the legend.
I. P. SHARP NEWSLETTER
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•

TEXTSPEC

specifies the characteristics of
any of the many areas of text on a plot.
You can now control the size, colour, font,
and justification of the characters; and the
direction, slant, and rotation of the text. In
this issue, both the Singapore Stock Ex
change data base plot and the STATISBUND
data base plot use this option. The
SINGSTOCK plot uses TEXTSPEC to print the
YLAEELS horizontally instead of vertically.
The STATISBUND plot uses TEXTSPEC to ro
tate the XTEXT to make the plot more read
able.
• PENORDER facilitates the production of
transparencies, foils, and camera-ready
copy.
• OVERLAP specifies the arrangement of MER
or MES line types. In the March/April issue
of the /. P. Sharp Newsletter, the two plots
on page 4 used this option to give a three
dimensional appearance.
Enhancements
•

•

XLAEEL

and YLAEEL options now allow
multiple-line labels. The Singapore Stock
Exchange data base plot uses multiline

YLAEELS.
SEPARATION

option has been extended to
help you produce transparencies, foils, and
camera-ready copy. For example, all the
plots in this issue were prepared for print
ing using this feature.
• PLOT now accepts an empty right argu
ment, or a vector or matrix of text. In both
cases, SuPERPLOT suppresses the printing of
everything except the title, boxes, times
tamp, and footnote of a plot, as well as
any text included in the right argument or
specified through the ANNOTATION option.
The STATISBUND plot uses this feature to
print an overall title, footnote, and highlight
box around the two plots.
• Version 5 supports four new video display
terminals: the Ramtek 6211, the Tektronix
4027 A, the Microtel VTX202, and the Hu
man Designed Systems HDSGVT.

All of these new SuPERPLOT features came
about as a direct result of your comments. If
you have a request or a suggestion for
SuPERPLOT, consult your I. P. Sharp represent
ative, or send a message to the MAILBOX
group SUPQ.

■

Phillip King, Toronto

DEXUS: A System for
Telecommunications Circuit Design
The ARIES Group is a consulting organiza
tion that specializes in designing both voice
and data networks in Canada or the United
States. They offer a number of programs for
analysis of voice and data networks under var
ious tariffs, for pricing circuits, and for design
ing telecommunications networks. They also
maintain a data base of telephone rate centres,
local calling areas, and telephone tariffs for
the United States and Canada. Both the pro
grams and the data base are available on the
SHARP APL Service.
I. P. Sharp was selected by the ARIES
Group to supply its computer services because
of I. P. Sharp's technical expertise, worldwide
network, and quality of service.
The ARIES System for Network Design
and Analysis is a completely interactive, com
prehensive set of programs written in SHARP
APL to help telecommunications managers and
analysts design and plan cost-effective net
works easily.
The issues and options involved in designing
a telecommunications network are so diverse
that evaluating a particular option or a ven
dor's proposal can be difficult and time
consuming.
For example, in the design of a voice com
munications network, one of the issues facing
a telecommunications manager is whether to
use a tie line or direct dial to service two
points in the network; and if a tie line is se
lected, what the expected busy rate would be.
5
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utes is shown. In this example, the cities are
specified by name-you may also use an area
code/exchange combination. DEXUS deter
mines that both cities are Category A Rate
Centers, what their V and H coordinates are,
and that the tie-line tariff is at MPL Schedule
1 rates.
If you would like to try the tie-line analysis
program, the ARIES Group will privilege your
user number for a one-month trial. For further
information on DEXUS or accessing the sys
tem, contact:

The tie-line feature of the DEXUS Circuit
Optimizing System is one of ARIES' simpler
programs. In its breakeven analysis of direct
distance dialing (DDD) versus tie lines, it de
termines:
• Tie-line circuit cost under pertinent tariff
(e.g. MPL, California Series 2008)
• Direct dial cost (DDD)
• Number of calls needed to justify various
numbers of tie lines
• Busy rate which can be expected for vari
ous numbers of tie lines

Ed Garner
The ARIES Group, Inc.
Suite 380, 1395 Piccard Drive
Rockville, Maryland 20850
(301) 963-7555

■

In the following example, a breakeven anal
ysis for a tie line between Washington, D.C.,
and New York City for calls lasting five min-

)WAD 4237 DEXUS
SAVED 20.17.57 05/27/83
** THE I.RIES GROUP -- THE DEXUS CIRCUIT OPTIMIZING SYSTEM **
RKI'E CENTER FILE AS OF: MAY 21.1983
ENTER COMMAND: TIELINE
NO TARIFF ENVIRONMENT SET
ENTER GEOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT: US
CONTINENTAL UNITED STKI'ES -- CORRECT? Y
USE CURRENTLY EFFECTIVE TARIFF? Y
TARIFF EFFECTIVE AS OF APRIL 2.1982 SELECTED -- OK? Y
CONTINENTAL UNITED STKI'ES TARIFF ENVIRON/efENT
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
** TYPE 2000 MPL VOICE GRADE SERVICE **
ENTER AVERAGE CALL LENGTH IN SECONDS: 300
300 SECONDS PER CALL -- CORRECT? Y
DEFAULT CALL PARAMETERS
STKI'ION-TO-STKI'ION DAY RKI'ES
8 HOURS PER BUSINESS DAY
22 BUSINESS DAYS PER MONTH
CHANGE DEFAULTS? N
USE THIS PROGRAM ONLY FOR POINT-TO-POINT CIRCUITS
ENTER ONLY TWO CITIES:
CITY,ST:NUMBER OF DROPS -- OR END
WASHINGTON.DC
NEWYORK,NY
END
CONTINENTAL UNITED STKI'ES TARIFF ENVIRONMENT
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
** TYPE 2000 MPL VOICE GRADE SERVICE **
FROM
+WASHINGTON DC
TOTALS:

TO
+NEWYORK

NY

DISTANCE NODES LINE CHG
206

2

$347.22

206

2

$347.22

SVC TRM

TOT CHG

$71.00

$418.22

$71.00

$418.22

(cont)
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THE ARIES GROUP
COMMUNICA'I'IONS ANALYSIS
CONTINENTAL UNITED STA'I'ES TARIFF ENVIRONMENT
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
** INTERSTA'I'E MESSAGE TELECOMMUNICA'I'IONS SERVICE **
FROM: DC WASHINGTON
CODE
SECONDS
MILES
A
300
206

TO
NY NEWYORK

COST

$2.14

THE ARIES GROUP
COMM/JNICA'I'IONS ANALYSIS
TIE LINE TRADEOFF
CALL PARAMETERS
STA'I'ION-TO-STA'I'ION DAY RA'I'ES
8 BUSINESS HOURS PER DAY
22 BUSINESS DAYS PER MONTH
NUMBER
OF LINES
1
2
3

BREAKEVEN
CALLS

4

5
6

ANOTHER TIE-LINE ANALYSIS? N

New Singapore Stock Exchange
Data Base
You can now get online descriptive and daily
trading information through I. P. Sharp for
over 350 stocks traded on the Singapore Stock
Exchange. The SINGSTOCK data base also con
tains information for over 20 indices covering
the Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, and other
Asian stock exchanges.
For each stock listed on the Singapore exchange, the daily facts available are:
•Volume
•Low
•High
•Close-Buy
• Close-Sell
•Last Price
• Price/Earnings Ratio
JULY/ AUGUST 1983-VOL.
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P(BUSY)
(PERCENT)

196
391
587
782
978
1173

8.49
1.43
0.27
0.05
0.01

o.oo

Descriptive information on the stocks includes:
• Security code
• Security number
•Full name
• Date stock added
• Date of last quote
• Delist indicator
The industrial classification of each stock is
indicated by the initial letter of the security
code:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

11

NO.

-

Industrial and Commercial
Finance
Hotels
Properties
Debentures, Loans, and Bonds
Plantations
Mining
7
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Accessing the data

Indices information

You can access the SINGST0CK data base
through the workspaces 39 MAGIC or 55
RETRIEVE. You can get online documentation
through these workspaces or through the work
space 1 DATABASES. For a two-page descrip
tion of SINGST0CK, type:

The various indices can also be identified by
the initial letters of the stock code:

SES
ST
KL
DI

Singapore Stock Exchange Indices
Straits Times Indices
Kuala Lumpur Indices
Other Asian Indices

SINGSTOCKD 'DESCRIBE'
l:.DESCRIBE 1 SINGSTOCK 1

The SES, ST, and KL classifications include
indices for Industrial and Commercial, Fi
nance, Hotels, Properties, and Mining. The DI
classification includes composite indices for the
Taiwan, Bangkok, Hong Kong, South Korea,
Manila, Tokyo, and New Zealand exchanges.
The Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, and Tokyo
Stock Exchanges and Hong Kong indices are
updated daily, the morning after the day's
trading at 10 a.m. Singapore time. Data is
available from January 1982. The Singapore
Stock Exchange Daily Journal supplies the in
formation.
The other Asian indices are updated each
week with the daily figures for the preceding
week. The data is from the Far Eastern Eco
nomic Review and starts in January 1983.
The data is adjusted for stock splits by I. P.
Sharp's Singapore office.

in 39
in 55

MAGIC or
RETRIEVE

To obtain a directory of all the stock codes
in the data base, and relevant details such as
timeframe and full name, type:
SINGSTOCKD 'DIRECTORY'
6DIRECTORY 1SINGSTOCK 1

in 39
in 55

MAGIC or
RETRIEVE

By using the screening facilities in the data
base, you have great flexibility in selecting which
items you want displayed. The following example
displays the values of all the Kuala Lumpur
Stock Exchange indices.
The enclosed plot shows some of the daily
facts available in the SINGST0CK data base for
the stock of the Malaysia Mining Corporation.
If you would like more information on
SINGST0CK, contact your LP. Sharp represen
tative or the 1.P. Sharp MAILBOX group,
MONQ.

■

Mark Seltzer and Loon Wai Sum, Singapore

KUALA LUMPUR STOCK EXCHANGE INDICES
11APR83

12APR83

13APR83

14APR83

15APR83

1725.1
831.1
574.9
252.9
950.0
1244.5

1728.8
829.8
578.3
253.3
957.9
1254.5

1720.0
828.2
573.3
252.9
955.4
1240.6

1720.8
828.2
574.4
252.2
959.9
1242.5

1721. 8
826.9
574.9
251.4
946.1
1247.2

-------------------------------------------------------------LAST
KL FINANCES
KL HOTELS
KL INDUSTRIALS
KL MINING
KL PLANTATIONS
KL PROPERTIES
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CPU Limits in SHARP APL
During the development of software, program
ming mistakes frequently occur. For example,
some errors in logic can cause the computer
to repeat a sequence of steps with no possible
escape from the routine. Such an infinite loop
can expend vast amounts of computer re
sources (CPU units) when run on today's pow
erful computers. Since the use of SHARP
APL is charged by the number of CPU units
consumed, an infinite loop can be a costly
mistake.
Thus protective mechanisms to limit the
consumption of CPU units are available to all
SHARP APL programmers. You can set a de
fault CPU limit which is activated every ses
sion. Or during a session you may opt to
define a CPU limit through the use of the
system command, )CPULIM. Both alternatives
are discussed in this article.

Default CPU limits
You may have a default CPU limit associated
with your user number. This default limit may
be set either when the account is created or at
any time thereafter. Ask your I. P. Sharp rep
resentative to have a default limit set. Once
the limit has been set to the user-defined val
ue, it is in effect during every subsequent ses
sion, unless you override the default CPU lim
it through the use of the )CPULIM command
(which is explained later in this article).
The default CPU limit is really a
computation limit. A computation limit is re
set each time a new keyboard transaction be
gins. In other words, each time you hit the
carriage return key while entering data, the
default computation limit is decreased by the

CPULIM system command
You can control the number of CPU units
consumed in two different ways through the
use of )CPULIM. Until this command is used
in a session, only the default CPU limit is in
effect. Once a CPU limit is set through the
use of )CPULIM, this limit is in effect through
out the rest of the session or until the com
mand is reissued. It should be noted that CPU
limits which are set through the use of
)CPULIM override the default CPU limit. The
following example sets a computation CPU
limit of 30 CPU units and a session CPU
limit of 100 CPU units:
)CPULIM 30 100

Once you have hit the RETURN key after
typing in the required )CPULIM command, the
computer returns the value of the previous
limit settings which were in effect. The com
putation limit is reset each time a new key-

®
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number of CPU units required to execute the
expression. If this required number of CPU
units exceeds the default limit, an INTERRUPT
error message is displayed along with the line
of the function or expression in which the in
terrupt occurred (see Programmer notes at the
end of this article). Otherwise, the default
limit is reset and you are ready to enter more
data. If the execution of the expression is ter
minated by an INTERRUPT, the default limit is
immediately reset, and you are free to contin
ue the session either by resuming execution of
the expression or by entering any other input
into the terminal. The maximum default com
putation CPU limit which can be set is 3200;
however, in practice, a much lower value
would normally be used.

�
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board transaction begins. If the computer re
quires more than 30 CPU units to execute an
APL expression or function after you have hit
the carriage return key, an INTERRUPT would
be displayed after 30 CPU units have been
expended. Then the computational CPU limit
would be automatically reset to 30 CPU units.
The session CPU limit simply counts down
the consumption of CPU units until it expires.
Unlike the computation CPU limit, the session
CPU limit is independent of typed input trans
actions. After setting a session limit of .100
CPU units as in the above example, an
INTERRUPT diagnostic is displayed as soon as
100 CPU units have been expended since the
setting of the session limit. The session limit
would then automatically be reset to 100 CPU
units. Note that the default session CPU limit
is always zero, that is, no session limit at all.
In general, if you are contemplating specify
ing a CPU limit through the use of ) CPULIM,
you should consider the nature of the work to
be performed. If there is to be much input
with moderate intermixed processing, a session
limit would be preferrable. If functions are to
be developed and you wish to guard against
an expensive infinite loop, a computation limit
is more effective. If you don't expect to enter
much input, either limit can be set.
Further examples of the use of the
CPULIM command are:
50 makes the computation CPU
limit 50 CPU units but does not alter the
session CPU lirrfit
)CPULIM

)CPULIM o 200 removes the computation
CPU limit and makes the session CPU limit
200 CPU units
)CPULIM o O removes both the computa
tion CPU limit and the session CPU limit

Programmer notes
1. The rules for default CPU limits and the
use of )CPULIM as described above also
apply to S-tasks.
2. In an N-task, the session CPU limit is ex
plicitly set in the ORUN parameters and
overrides any limits set in the calling task.
T2

Similarly, the limit set for a B-task over
rides any limits set in the submitting task.
3. The default computation CPU limit of an
N-task or B-task is always zero (that is, no
limit). The session CPU limit controls the
consumption of CPU, since input in an N
task or B-task cannot occur.
4. Expiry of a CPU limit is a trappable event
(number 1003) in a T-task or S-task. In an
N-task or B-task, expiry is not trappable,
and instead the task ends.
5. Once the default CPU limit has been over
ridden in a session through the use of
)CPULIM, the original default value can be
reinstated in the same session by a subse
quent use of )CPULIM with an appropriate
argument.
6. )CPULIM cannot be invoked as a line of an
APL function.
7. The user must provide a computation CPU
limit when setting a session CPU limit,
since the computation limit appears first in
the argument to )CPULIM.

■

Jeannie Crabtree, Ottawa

Making Things Fit, Part 1
The demand for computing power seems to be
infinite. Faster processors and larger memories
are announced regularly, and just as regularly
they are consumed by new users and new ap
plications. As long as unlimited resources
aren't instantaneously available to every user,
a substantial part of every programmer's job
will continue to be making things fit. This is
the process of taking sets of information and
algorithms, and arranging them to fit within
the constraints imposed by hardware, software,
and the real world.
This process is analogous to putting the pro
verbial square peg into a round hole. There
are at least six ways to do this:
I) Reduce the volume of the peg
2) Expand the volume of the hole
3) Change the shape of the peg
I. P. SHARP NEWSLETTER
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4) Change the shape of the hole
5) Cut the peg into pieces
6) Make it look as if the peg is in the hole
Each of these strategies of volume altera
tion, dimension distortion, segmentation, and
prestidigitation will be used in this series of
articles.
We will consider the problems associated
with making things fit in the following:
1) Rectangular arrays
2) Finite workspaces
3) External files
4) Printed pages
5) Display screens
We will see that many of the problems
APL programmers face every day fall under
the rubric of "making things fit".
1) Rectangular arrays
APL is an array processing language. Until
recently, it was limited to processing simple
arrays. The elements of simple arrays are indi
visible scalar values. The structure of these ar
rays was, and continues to be, rectangular.
That is, the length of each subarray along a
given dimension is the same. Not all real
world problems fit conveniently into rectangu
lar arrays however. The typical corporate
structure immediately comes to mind. There
aren't many companies that require every
manager in the organization to supervise the
same number of people!
But now SHARP APL and other APL im
plementations provide for the enclosure of ar
rays. If an array is enclosed, it is treated as a
scalar, and thus can be an element of a rec
tangular array. Subarrays of uneven length
can be enclosed, and catenated together. The
uneven, hierarchical corporate structure will fit
quite nicely in this scheme. Why then should
we worry about making ragged data fit in rec
tangular arrays? There are at least two rea
sons.
1) Some APL users haven't moved up into
the world of APL implementations which
support enclosed arrays.
2) Even when data is inherently ragged, it is
sometimes more efficient, in terms of
space or time, to use one of the methods
JULY/ AUGUST

Let's consider a real-world problem. Suppose
you were developing a budgeting and cost ac
counting application for a large corporation.
There would be lots of categories (accounts)
you would associate data with. But in many
cases, you might want to make finer discrimi
nations between transactions, and so you
would associate subaccounts with each ac
count. An actual organization which structured
its accounting information this way had ap
proximately 250 accounts. The number of
subaccounts associated with a single account
ranged from 0 to 200.
There are at least five reasonable solutions
to the problem of how to store the data.
1) Create a matrix with as many rows as
accounts and as many columns as the
maximum number of subaccounts. Fill in
the empty locations, where there are fewer
than the maximum number of subac
counts, with a special fill element. The
subaccounts are stored in the matrix, and
the account numbers are stored in a cor
responding vector.
2) Create a vector which contains all subac
counts for all accounts catenated together.
Each group of subaccounts begins with a
special delimiter value. The accounts are
stored in a separate vector. The number
of delimiters in the subaccount vector
equals the number of accounts.
3) Create a file in which the first component
contains the vector of accounts, and each
succeeding component contains the subac
counts for one account.
4) Create a vector which contains all the
subaccount numbers catenated together.
The groups are distinguished by a parallel
partition vector, in which a 1 marks the
beginning of each new subaccount group.
The account numbers are stored in a sep
arate vector. The number of 1's in the
partition vector equals the number of ac
counts.
5) Enclose each group of subaccounts, and
catenate them together. Store the account
numbers in separate vector.
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Storing data
What are the disadvantages of each method?
The first will create a numeric matrix
250x200, which has 50 000 elements, or
200 000 bytes. This will be much too big on
some APL systems. The storage requirements
of the second will be more modest. However,
this method assumes that there is some delimi
ter value which will never be part of the data.
This is reasonable in this case, since the data
are identifiers, which will all be integers grea
ter than 0. It would not be reasonable to as
sume this if the numbers were arbitrary val
ues. The third method may incur a heavy
CPU penalty for doing file I/O as opposed to
calculations in the workspace. The fourth has
no way to represent account numbers which
have no accounts, since the partition vector al
ways requires a 1 to mark the start of the
subaccount group. The fifth method isn't avail
able on some APL systems.
What operations will we want to perform on
each of these data structures? We can get
along fine if we can do the following:
1) Add an account
2) Delete an account
3) Add a subaccount to an account
4) Delete a subaccount from an account
5) Get all the subaccounts belonging to one
account
6) Find the account associated with each of
several subaccounts
Relative speeds
The first four activities are maintenance work,
and will -be done relatively infrequently. The
fifth activity will be done during production
work, like data entry and reporting. Also it
must be done by the other operations. So we
would like to know the relative speed of per
forming this operation on each of the five data
structures.
Programs which do the retrieval activity for
each of the data structures follow. In each
case, the argument is the account number
whose subaccounts we wish to retrieve.
V S+GETSUBS1 A
S+. ,2(L,!l&;'.c.J:Jj_�
t A;]
[
[2]
S+(¢v\¢fLLL=S)/S V

[ 1]

T4

V S+GETSUBS2 A
;N
[1]
N+&;'.�tA
[2] S+( (,2(L,!l&;:�=lp��)/
tp,2{LllilC.�).l+p�
[3]
S+S[N],(S[N+l]-1)+�

V

V S+GETSUBS3 A
S+[]READ fLLE_,1+&;'.�tA
[2] A ASSUMES� HAS BEEN READ
FROM FILE V
[1]

[1]
[2]
[3)

V S+GETSUBS4 A
S+(p,li;'.�)pO
S(.!JQ�tA]+l
S+(x\EAE'1Ji.\S=-1•0,S)/!Jjj_J)__/J(;_c.J:Jj_

V S+GETSUBS5 A
[1]
S+, > ,2(L�[&;'.�tA]

V

V

The following table lists the relative speed
of each of these five methods in three situa
tions:
A) Get the subaccounts for a single account
which has a single subaccount
B) Get the subaccounts for a single account
which has the maximum number of subac
counts
C) Get the subaccounts for all accounts, one
account at a time
Rather than list the absolute amount of
CPU time used by each method, each time
was divided by the smallest time in that cate
gory to produce a relative timing.
1
2
3

4
5

A

B

2.22
55.67
6.86
16.94
1

2. 22
56.97
2.5
17.03
1

C

2.18
54.08
2.35
16.34
1

The enclosed array version is clearly the
fastest. The padded array version and the file
version come next. The partitioned vector and
delimiter vector versions bring up the rear.
The speeds vary because of the amount of
work each function must do to identify which
items to return.
We can see that several of the strategies
identified at the beginning of the article have
been employed. The first and fifth methods use
the strategy of "dimension distortion". The
first extends the length of the groups, and the
fifth reduces each group to a scalar. The sec
ond and fourth methods use the strategy of
"volume alteration". The second method adds
delimiter values to the data and the fourth a
separate partition vector. The third method
uses the "prestidigitation" strategy, and
doesn't even store the data in a rectangular
array at all.
In the next article in this series, we will
consider ways to make things fit in finite
workspaces.
Robert Metzger, Rochester

■
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Share of Market
for California

AUSSENHANDEL
1982

EINFUHR/AUSFUHR
DIE WICHTIGSTEN
HERSTELLUNGSLAENDER
70

I
N

�

M
R
D

□

Majors

�

Others

25

�

M

Suppliers

�
Misc.

70

�

ANTEIL DER EINFUHR/AUSFUHR
NACH LAENDERGRUPPEN

Chevron

�
Arco

�
Shell
13.99%
153,-41:

�
Union

�
Mobil

�
EINFUHR

Other

AUSFUHR

� ENTW. LAENOER (OPEC)
� EG-LAENOER
� STAATSHANOELSLAENDER
� USA+KANAOA
� ENTW. LAENOER (OHNE OPEC) � SONSTIGE
QUELLE: STATISTISCHES BUNOESAMT WIESBADEN

11.61%

(Data for June 1982)
Source:

Lundberg Survey - Share of Market Data Base.
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Lundberg Survey's Share of Market
Now On Line
If you are involved in marketing oil products,
you will be interested to learn that Lundberg
Survey's Share of Market is now available on
line through the SHARP APL Service. Share
of Market contains gasoline sales volumes for
the wholesale market, and market shares by
brand and federal state. Using this data on
line, market analysts can interpret time series
quickly and easily, with the sophisticated
searching and cross-referencing facilities of
SHARP APL.
Lundberg Survey, one of the U.S.'s leading
suppliers of statistics relevant to oil marketing,
calculates volumes and market shares from a
number of sources, including state government
reports of the taxes paid by each company.
The data is collected on a monthly, statewide
basis, and is updated as new data becomes
available (approximately weekly). The Share
of Market (SOM) data base contains the fol
lowing facts for the past five years.
•Number of gallons sold
•Share of market (percentage of gallons sold
in a given state by a given company)
•Report date (date data was last updated)
•State
•Brand
• Functional classification (e.g. major inte
grated oil company, cooperative)
•Start date (of period over which figures
were tallied)
• End date (of period over which figures
were tallied)
•Description (state and brand)
•Symbol (abbreviated description)
•Data base number (a number representing
a particular brand in a particular state)
• Discontinued indicator ( 1 if current data is
available for that brand and state, 0 if it is
not)
For a directory of fact codes, load the
workspace 121 PETROSERIES, and type:

MAGIC you can generate a report that selects
data only from those major integrated oil
companies that sold over one million gallons
during March 1983. Or you could select data
for those states in which a particular brand
held a market share of at least 10 per cent
during the previous month.
For more information on accessing Share of
Market through MAGIC, load 121
PETROSERIES, and type:
SOM 'DESCRIBE'

Custom or standard reports

In addition to creating your own custom re
ports with MAGIC, you can use standard re
ports similar to those provided in hard copy
by Lundberg Survey. Two standard reports are
currently available through the interactive pro
gram INFOMAGIC in 121 PETROSERIES. The
first shows (in descending order of sales vol
ume): the name of the company, the number
of gallons sold, the change in volume from the
previous period, the change in volume from
the same period during the previous year, and
the change in year-to-date sales for both vol
ume and market share. You may select the
states for which you want the report printed.
The second report presents similar data, but
organized by functional classification rather
than sales volume.
Share of Market is the second Lundberg
data base available through the SHARP APL
Service; Dealer Buying Price has been on line
since January this year. I. P. Sharp will be ad
ding other Lundberg data bases soon. These
include Energy Detente (petroleum retail price
series for over 60 countries), and Retail Price
Survey (U.S. retail prices for gasoline and die
sel by market, state, and Petroleum Adminis
tration for Defense districts..
The Lundberg Survey data bases are availa
ble by subscription only. For subscription in
formation, please contact:
Lundberg Survey Inc.
12041 Strathern
North Hollywood, California 91605

SOM 'DIRECTORY'

You can search for specific data from any
combination of fact codes. For example, using
JULY/AUGUST
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Learn how you can use Share of Market
and other online Lundberg data bases at a
free half-day seminar. To register, please con
tact your I. P. Sharp representative. Courses
are scheduled in the following cities:
Houston
Dallas
Chicago
Cleveland
Washington
New York

August 16, 1983
August 18, 1983
August 23, 1983
August 25, 1983
September 13, 1983
September 15, 1983

Or send a message to the MAILBOX group,
LUNDQ.
The. enclo sed plots show the share of the
market for various suppliers by functional
classification in the upper one and by sales
volume in the lower one.

■

Deborah Bodinger, Newport Beach

STATISBUND Data Base
The STATISBUND data base contains a wide
range of statistics relating to the economy of
West Germany. STATISBUND gives a very de
tailed picture of the economic, financial, politi
cal, and social position of West Germany. Re
searchers, econometricians, and planners will
find the information useful for a variety of
studies, including forecasting, strategic plan
ning, and growth and trend analysis.
The Statistisches Bundesamt, West Germa
ny's Statistics Office, collects the data from
both government and private sources, and up
dates it monthly. The data base contains
monthly, quarterly, and yearly time series,
with some starting in 1950. Almost 50 000
time series are currently available, and the
number is likely to be increased in the near
future. The subject categories available now
are:
• Demographics
• Labour
• Business
• Agriculture, forestry and fishing
• Manufacturing
10

You can access and display STATISBUND
data easily using MAGIC. You can also use
MAGIC for forecasting and for other types of
analysis. To retrieve data, load the workspace
39 MAGIC and type:
ST.KI'ISBUND series codes

For example, ST.KI'ISBUND 2022, 2023 returns
some unemployment figures. For a comprehen
sive directory of series codes, in German, load
the workspace 767 ST.KI'ISBUND, and type
DESCRIBE or BESCHREIBUNG. The directory
also contains other useful information, such as
reporting units, source, frequency, and refer
ences to further information.
In addition, you can combine STATISBUND
data with data from other 1.P. Sharp public
data bases. For example, you can compare the
economy of West Germany with the economies
of other countries.
For more information on the STATISBUND
data base, load the workspace 39 MAGIC and
type:
ST.KI'ISBUND 'DESCRIBE'
-for English text
ST.KI'ISBUND 1 BESCHREIBUNG 1
-for German text

There is no subscription fee to access the
STATISBUND data base.
The enclo sed plot shows the imports and
exports of principal trading countries and by
groups of countries, using data drawn from
the STATISBUND data base. •
Sally Drew, Dusseldorf
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• Construction and housing
• Tourism and domestic trade
• Foreign trade
• Transport and communications
• Money and credit
• Finance and taxes
• Social benefits
•Personal consumption expenditure
•Wages and salaries
•Prices
•National accounts
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Data Base

An article on the STATISBUND data base in
German appears in the Financial and Eco
nomic Newsletter, July 1983, Volume 3 Num
ber 3. Ask your I. P. Sharp representative for
a copy.

aganiMtials
Join the APL Users' Group: SIGAPL
the Special Interest Group on APL
(SIGAPL) is an affiliate of the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM). Both ACM
and SIGAPL are international organizations
over 20 per cent of SIGAPL's members are
outside the United States.
SIGAPL is dedicated to promoting the de
velopment and application of APL. The two
chief means of achieving this are sponsoring
annual international APL conferences and
publishing APL Quote Quad.
Over 800 people attended APL83 in Wash
ington, D.C., the most recent conference spon
sored by SIGAPL and ACM. FinnAPL, the
Finnish APL Association, in cooperation with
SIGAPL and ACM, is sponsoring APL84 in
Helsinki, from 11 to 15 June 1984. The next
conference in North America will be APL85
in Seattle, Washington.
APL Quote Quad is a quarterly publication
containing news about APL organizations, cor
respondence, contributed articles, APL algo
rithms, and a recreational APL column. Back
issues of APL conference proceedings and
APL Quote Quad are available from:
ACM Order Department
P.O. Box 64145
Baltimore, Maryland 21264
With a SIGAPL membership, you receive:

• APL Quote Quad subscription
• SIGAPL conference proceedings
• Discounts on purchase of back issues of
APL Quote Quad and conference proceed
ings
• Discount on SIGAPL conference registra
tion fees
Annual membership dues are $10 U.S. for
ACM members, and $25 U.S. for non-ACM
members. If you would like an application
form, write:
Association for Computing Machinery
11 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036
Or send a message to Robert Metzger, RCM, in
the I. P. Sharp MAILBOX, or contact your I. P.
Sharp representative.

■

•

Call for Papers

APL84, the international conference of the
APL community, will be held in Helsinki,
from 11 to 15 June 1984. This conference is
organized by the Finnish APL Association
(FinnAPL) in cooperation with the Association
for Computing Machinery (ACM) and its
Special Interest Group on APL (SIGAPL).
The conference is devoted to both the APL
language and its applications, the latter espe
cially from an end user's point of view. The
program will include contributed and invited
papers, and a commercial exhibition and fo
rum. A parallel program of social and cultural
events for attendees and their families will be
held before, during and after the conference.
APL84 opens on Monday 11 June with a
full day of intensive tutorials, at various levels
of expertise, by leading teachers of APL. The

11
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... APL84 Call for Papers
formal proceedings, from Tuesday to Friday,
will be divided into streams covering different
interest areas, consisting of presentations about
a half-hour in length. There will also be spe
cial interest sessions, an exhibition hall, and a
reading room for materials of specialized in
terest.
The program committee invites you to sub
mit papers on any APL-related subject, in
particular:
Application papers
• Finance and budgeting
• Planning and control
• APL in management
• Data bases
• Engineering
• Applied mathematics
• APL in various professions
• Personal computing
• Teaching with APL
Technical papers
• Professional methods of APL program development
• Extensions to APL and their differences
• APL and other languages
• APL on microcomputers
• Implementation of APL systems
• User interface: ease of learning, full-screens,
and graphics
• Teaching of APL

Program Chairman:
Sten Kallin
IBM Svenska AB
S-16392 Stockholm, Sweden
Telephone: (46) 8-7524000
IBM VNET address: SE44930 at KISTAVM
I. p. Sharp MAILBOX: SKAL
General Chairman:
Timo Seppala
TMT-Team Oy
P.O. Box 452
SF-00101 Helsinki 10, Finland
Telephone: (358) 0-4521155
I. P. Sharp MAILBOX: TIMO
IBM VNET address: APL84 at HEKVM

New Local Dial-Up Numbers
Birmingham
1200 cps (021) 359-4315
Coventry

Paper submission requirements

1200 cps (0203) 27327

Drafts of full papers should be submitted by 5
September 1983 to:

Dublin

FinnAPL
APL84 Program Committee
P.O. Box 1005
SF-00101 Helsinki 10, Finland

■

1200 cps (01) 764905
Frankfurt
300 cps (0611) 747935

I. P. Sharp MAILBOX: PC84
IBM VNET address: APL84 at HEKVM
Further information is available in the
workspace 1 APL84 on the I. P. Sharp time
sharing service. Questions regarding the con
ference can be directed to:
12
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New PROMIS Offices
I. P. Sharp is pleased to announce the recent
appointment of NICOTEC as the agent repre
senting PROMIS in the following countries:
Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden and
Switzerland. PROMIS is I. P. Sharp's comput
er-aided manufacturing system for microelec
tronics.
Representatives of European companies who
would like to obtain information about
PROMIS are invited to contact Nie Albertsen,
president of NICOTEC, at the following ad
dress:
NICOTEC
Ragetenstrasse 6
CH-6318 Walchwil
Switzerland
Telephone: 042-316637
Telex: 862523NICO

In 1977, Christina joined Singapore Airlines,
and was senior system analyst and project
leader before her secondment to SISS in De
cember 1981. Until her recent appointment,
she was responsible for customer services at
SISS.

■

Toronto
Brian Traquair has been ap
pointed branch manager of
the Toronto office. Brian ob
tained his Bachelor of Math
ematics (Computer Science)
degree in 1979, from the
University of Waterloo. He
joined the Toronto branch of
I. P. Sharp that same year. He worked in con
sulting and supervisory roles until 1981, when
he was involved in the creation of a branch
marketing group. Brian has been marketing
manager in Toronto since that time.

■

In addition to the PROMIS Group in the
Toronto headquarters of I. P. Sharp, there is a
PROMIS sales and support office in Palo
Alto, California:

PROMIS Group
I. P. Sharp Associates Inc.

Suite 201, 220 California Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306
(415) 327-1700

■

Singapore
Christina Chang has been
appointed general manager
of Singapore International
Software Services (SISS),
I. P. Sharp's representative
in the Republic of Singapore.
After receiving a Bachelor
of Commerce degree. from
the University of New South Wales, she .
stayed in Sydney for five more years working
as a programmer/ analyst for Allied Manufac
turing and Trading Industries Limited.
JULY/ AUGUST

A German translation of Ken Iverson's intro
ductory APL course is now available as Eine
Arbeftseinfuhrung in die APL-Sprache.
Over a hundred people have used the Ger
man version at the I. P. Sharp education
centres in Austria, Germany and Switzerland.
Students are enthusiastic about this course be
cause it offers them the opportunity to work
independently and at their own speed.
Eine Arbeitseinfuhrung in die APL-Sprache
is a valuable contribution to APL education in
the German-speaking region. You can install it
on your own in-house system running SHARP
APL or other versions of APL, such as
STSC's APL *PLUS, IBM's VSAPL, or
DEC's APLSF.
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For more information on the German ver
sion of A Working Introduction to APL, con
tact the I. P. Sharp office in Dtisseldorf, Vien
na or Zurich.

■

Ken lverson's APL-Einfhrungskurs jetzt auch
auf Deutsch
Wir freuen uns, eine sorgfiiltige deutsche
Ubersetzung der APL-Einftihrung A Working
Introduction to APL vorstellen zu konnen.
Die deutsche Version ist in sterreich,
Deutschland und der Schweiz bereits von ca.
100 Kursteilnehmern in den Schulungszentren
von I. P. Sharp erprobt und mit Begeisterung
aufgenommen worden. Geschiitzt wird vor al
lem die Moglichkeit, selbstiindig und dem eig
nen Lerntempo entsprechend aktiv am Termi
nal zu arbeiten.
Der Kurs heisst Eine Arbeitseinfuhrung in
die APL-Sprache und ist ein wertvoller Bei
trag for die APL-Ausbildung im deutschspra
chigen Raum. Der Kurs wird in den
Schulungszentren von I. P. Sharp angeboten,
kann aber auch gekauft und an der eigenen
Anlage unter SHARP APL, APL*PLUS,
VSAPL, APLSF und anderen APL-Versionen
installiert werden.
Niihere Ausktinfte erhalten Sie von I. P.
Sharp Dtisseldorf, Wien oder Ztirich.

■

Margarete Buch, Vienna

Bookends

MICROMAGIC Users' Manual (new)
MICROMAGIC is a facility which uses the
MrcROCOMM diskette and allows IBM Personal
Computer users to communicate with the I. P.
Sharp timesharing service. (See the article in
the I. P. Sharp Newsletter, March/April
1983). You can use MICROMAGIC to access all
the I. P. Sharp public data bases. You can
also display retrieved data in a variety of for
mats, or store it as an IBM PC file.
March 1983, 47 pp., $4.00
QUICKDRAW Users' Guide (new)
QurcKDRAw is intended for APL program
mers who require graphic output for custom
applications. (See the article in the I. P. Sharp
Newsletter, May/June 1983.) QurcKDRAW is
designed particularly for production business
graphic applications, using the Hewlett
Packard 7221 series of four- and eight-pen
plotters, to produce large numbers of special
ized graphs on a regular basis. Many different
options and types of plots are possible.
February 1983, 118 pp., $8.00
MAGICSTORE Users' Guide (new)

Rationalized APL (new)

Rationalized APL, by K. E. Iverson, is the
first in a new series of I. P. Sharp Research
Reports. The series will address technical
questions in the design and use of APL. This
first report presents a broad program of exten
sions to the language that are in various
stages of design and implementation. Three
aims underlie this program:
• Retain complete compatibility so that exist
ing programs continue to work
14

MAGICSTORE is a multidimensional file man
agement system you can use easily to create,
maintain, list, and calculate time series, that
is, numeric data associated with regular peri
ods, such as days or months. You can use
MAGICSTORE alone or combine it with other
I. P. Sharp time series manipulation languages
such as MAGIC. There is also a four-page
MAGICSTORE brochure available at no charge.

I.
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• Rationalize and simplify the language and
its syntax
• Develop further functions and operators
that fit into the simplified scheme
Some of the facilities discussed in the re
port-such as the rank operator-have already
been incorporated into SHARP APL. The re
port concludes with some general comparisons
of extensions to APL that have appeared in
other versions of APL.
April 1983, 52 pp., $4.00
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... Bookends
(See the article on the front page of the
May/ June issue of the I. P. Sharp
Newsletter.)
March 1983, 114 pp., $7.00
Energy Data Bases Reference Guide (revised)
The Energy Data Bases Reference Guide is in
the same handy, pocket-sized format as the
Financial and Economic Data Bases Reference
Guide and the Aviation Data Bases Reference
Guide. The Energy Data Bases Reference
Guide is designed to be a quick reference
source for data base accesses and data defini
tion. This completely revised guide replaces
the May 1980 edition.
June 1983, 93 pp., $3.00

ACTPAK: The SHARP APL Actuarial
Package (new)
The ACTPAK Reference Manual has now
been superseded by this completely revised
publication, which fully describes the new ver
sion of AcTPAK (I. P. Sharp Newsletter, May/
June 1983). Since the new ACTPAK features a
simplified calling syntax for the actuarial func
tions, this manual is essential reading for
proper use of the package. Also included in
the manual is an up-to-date directory for the
SHARP APL Actuarial data base.
June 1983, 114 pp., $8.00

Grant Clarke, Toronto
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D Please amend my mailing address as indicated.

Name: ________________

D Please add the following name(s) to your Newsletter
mailing list.

Title: _________________

D Please send me a Publications Order Form.

Company:

D Please add my name to the Aviation Newsletter mailing
list.

Address: _____

_________

D Please add my name to the Energy Newsletter mailing
list.
D Please add my name to the Financial and Economic
Newsletter mailing list.
D Please add my name to the PROM!S Newsletter mail_ing
list. PROMIS is a computer-aided manufacturing
system for microelectronics.

L_ _____

®
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D Please send me information about your courses in:
City: ________ Tel.: ___

____

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

_ ____________ _j

The J.P. Sharp Newsletter is published by I.P. Sharp
Associates, Suite 1900, 2 First Canadian Place, Toronto,
Canada M5X 1E3.
Your comments and contributions are welcome.

JULY/ AUGUST

I
I

Editor: Irene Shimoda
Circulation: Mary Kopfensteiner
Printed in Canada
July 1983
ISSN 0226 854X
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Aberdeen

Melbourne

Denver

Tokyo

Phoenix

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
5 Bon Accord Crescent
Aberdeen AB1 2DH
Scotland
(0224)25298

1.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 416
5680 South Syracuse Circle
Englewood, Colorado 80111
(303)741-4404

I.P. Sharp Associates Pty. Ltd.
520 Collins St., 7th Floor
Melbourne, Victoria
3000, Austral la
(03)614-1766

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 503
3033 N. Central Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85012
(602)264-6819

Amsterdam

Dublin

lnterSystems BV
Kabelweg 47
1014 BA Amsterdam
The Netherlands
(020) 86 80 11
Telex: 18795 ITS NL

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Segrave House
Earlsfort Terrace
Dublin 2, Ireland
(01)763605

Mexico City
Teleinformatica de Mexico SA
(Agent)Mail to:
Arenal N 40, Chlmallstac
Mexico 20 D.F., Mexico
(905)550-8033

Rochester
(Untied States Headquarters)

Atlanta

Diisseldorf

Miami

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 240
15327 N.W. 60th Avenue
Miami Lakes, Florida 33014
(305)556-0577

Rome

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
1210 S. Omni International
Atlanta, Georgia 30335
(404)586-9600

I.P. Sharp GmbH
Kalserswertherstrasse 115
4000 Dusseldort 30
West Germany
(0211)45 20 52

Informatica! Society Italia Sri
(Agent)
Piazza Della Rotonda 2
00100 Rome, Italy
(06)656-5925

Boston

Edmonton

MIian

San Francisco

1.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
1 Liberty Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02109
(617) 542-2313

Brisbane

I.P. ·sharp Associates Pty. Ltd.
6th Floor, Dalgety House
79 Eagle Street
Brisbane, Queensland 4000
Australia
(07) 229-8330

Brussels

I.P: Sharp Associates Limited
2358 Principal Plaza
10303 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3N6
(403)428-6744

Halifax

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Suite 706, Cogswell Tower
2000 Barrington Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 3K1
(902)423-6251

Helsinki
I.P. Sharp Europe SA
Boulevard de la Cambre 36, bte 5 TMT -Team Oy (Agent)
1050 Bruxelles ·
Westendlnlie 1
SF-02160
Belgium
(02)649 99 77
Espoo 16, Finland
(0)452 1155
Calgary

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Suite 550, Bow Valley Square 4
250-6th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3H7
(403) 265-7730

Canberra

I.P. Sharp Associates Pty. Ltd.
16 National Circuit
Barton, A.C.T. 2600
Australla
(062)73-3700

Chicago

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 3860
55 West Monroe Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 782-3177

Copenhagen

Coventry

New York

Seattle

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
1.P. Sharp Associates (HK)Limited Suite 1135
Suite 606, Tower 1
610 Newport Center Drive
Newport Beach, Ca. 92660
Admiralty Centre, Hong Kong
5-294341
(714) 644-5112

Oslo

Houston

I.P. Sharp A/S
I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 375, One Corporate Square Postboks 486 Sentrum
Dronningens gate 34
2600 Southwest Freeway
Oslo 1, Norway
Houston, Texas 77098
(02)41 17 04
(713)526-5275

London, Canada

Ottawa

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Suite 510, 220 Dundas Street
London, Ontario N6A 1 H3
(519)673-4060

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Suite 600, 265 Carling Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario K1S 2E1
(613)236-9942

London, England
(European Headquarters)

Palo Alto

Los Angeles

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 1230
1801 Century Park East
Los Angeles, Ca. 90067
(213)277-3878

Dallas

Madrid

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Serrano 23, Piso 8
Madrid 1, Spain
(91)276 70 54

Saskatoon

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Suite 303, Financial Bldg.
230.22nd St. E.
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
S7K 0E9
(306)664-4480

Newport Beach

Hong Kong

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
7th Floor B Block
Coventry Point, Market Way
Coventry CV1 1EA England
(0203)56562
I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 1148, Campbell Center
8350 North Central Expressway
Dallas, Texas 75206
(214)369-1131

Montreal

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite C-415, 900 North Point St.
San Francisco, Ca. 94109
(415)673-4930

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Suite 1610
555 Dorchester Boulevard W.
Montreal, Quebec H2Z 181
(514)866-4981
I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 210
230 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10169
(212)557-7900

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
132 Buckingham Palace Road
London SW1W 9SA, England
(01)730-4567
Telex: 8954178 SHARP G

I.P. Sharp ApS
Q)stergade 248
1100 Copenhagen K
Denmark
(01)11 24 34

Informatica! Society Italia Sri
(Agent)
Via Eustachl 11
20129 Milan, Italy
(02)221 612

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
1200 First Federal Plaza
Rochester, N.Y. 14614
(716)546-7270

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 201, 220 California Ave.
Palo Alto, Ca. 94306-1683
(415)327-1700

Paris

I.P. Sharp SARL
9 Rue du Cirque
75008 Paris
France
(1)225 98 20

Philadelphia

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 604, 437 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106
(215)925-8010

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 223, Executive Plaza East
12835 Bellevue Redmond Road
Bellevue, Washington 98005
(206)453-1661

Seoul

Daewoo Corporation (Agent)
541, 5-Ga, Namdaemoon-Ro
Jung-Gu (CPO Box 2810)
8269 Seoul, Korea.
771-91/2
Telex: 23341-5/24295 DAEWOO K

Singapore (Far East H.Q.)

I.P. Sharp Associates($)Pte. Ltd.
Suite 1601, CPF Building
79 Robinson Road
Singapore 0106
Republic of Singapore
2230211
Telex: 20597 IPSAS RS

Singapore

Singapore International
Software Services Pie. Ltd.
(Agent)
Suite 1601, CPF Building
79 Robinson Road
Singapore 0106
Republic of Singapore
2230211

INTEC, Inc. (Agent)
37-18, 3-chome, Hatagaya
Shlbuya-ku, Tokyo 151
Japan
(03)320.2020
Telex: 2322008 INTECA J

Toronto
(International Headquarters)

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Suite 1900
2 First Canadian Place
Toronto, Ontario
M5X 1E3
(416)364-5361
Telex: 0622259 I P SHARP TOR

Vancouver

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Suite 902, 700 West Pender St.
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1GB
(604)687-8991

Victoria

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Chancery Court
1218 Langley Street
Victoria, B.C. VBW 1W2
(604) 388-6365

Vienna

I.P. Sharp Ges.mbH
Renngasse 4
A-1010 Wien, Austria
(0222)66 42 48

Warrington

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
1-3 Dolmans Lane
Warrington, Cheshire
WA1 2ED England
(0925)50413/4

Washington

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 305, 2033 K Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202)293-2915

Wayne

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 303
155 Willowbrook Blvd.
Wayne, New Jersey 07470
(201) 785-8050

White Plains

I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc.
Suite 312 West
701 Westchester Avenue
White Plains, New York 10604
(914)328-8520

Winnipeg

I.P. Sharp Associates Limited
Suite 208
213 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 1N3
(204) 947-1241

Stockholm

1.P. Sharp AB
Kungsgatan 65
S111 22 Stockholm, Sweden
(08) 21 10 19

Zurich

Sydney (Australian H.Q.)

I.P. Sharp Associates Pty. Ltd.
8th Floor, Carlton Centre
55 Elizabeth St.
Sydney, New South Wales 2000
Australia
(02)232-6366

I.P. Sharp AG
Fortunagasse 15
CH-8001 Zurich, Switzerland
(01) 211 84 24

LP. Sharp communications network
APL OPERATOR VOICE (416) 363-2051

COMMUNICATIONS (416) 363-1832

Our private, packet-switched network connects with the Value Added Networks-Datapac, Datex-P, PSS, Telenet, Telepac,
Transpac, and Tymnet-to provide access from the 46 countries listed below:
• Argentina • Austr�lia • Austria • Bahamas • Bahrain • Barbados • Belgium • Bermuda • Brazil • Canada • Chile • Denmark
• Dominican Republic • Finland • France • French Antilles • Germany • Great Britain • Hong Kong • Hungary • Ireland
• Israel • Italy • Japan • Korea • Kuwait • Luxembourg • Mexico • T he Netherlands • New Zealand • Norway • The Philippines
_
• Portugal • Puerto Rico
• Qatar • Republic of Singapore • Republic of South Africa • Saudi Arabia • Scotland • Spain
• Sweden • Switzerland • Taiwan • United Arab Emirates • U.S.A. • Virgin Islands
SHARP APL is accessible from_ over 600 places via a local telephone call. Please ask your nearest I.P. Sharp office or
representative for a complete 11st of access points and access procedures. Our private network also connects with the
worldwide Telex network via the Amsterdam and Rochester, New York nodes.
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